The International Energy Agency Technology Collaboration Programme for Ocean Energy Systems (OES) initiated the OES Wave Energy Conversion Modelling Task, which focused on the verification and validation of numerical models for simulating wave energy converters (WECs). The long-term goal is to assess the accuracy of and establish confidence in the use of numerical models used in design as well as power performance assessment of WECs. To establish this confidence, the authors used different existing computational modelling tools to simulate given tasks to identify uncertainties related to simulation methodologies: (i) linear potential flow methods; (ii) weakly nonlinear Froude-Krylov methods; and (iii) fully nonlinear methods (fully nonlinear potential flow and Navier-Stokes models). This article summarizes the code-to-code task and codeto-experiment task that have been performed so far in this project, with a focus on investigating the impact of different levels of nonlinearities in the numerical models. Two different WECs were studied and simulated. The first was a heaving semi-submerged sphere, where free-decay tests and both regular and irregular wave cases were investigated in a code-to-code comparison. The second case was a heaving float corresponding to a physical model tested in a wave tank. We considered radiation, diffraction, and regular wave cases and compared quantities, such as the WEC motion, power output and hydrodynamic loading.
Introduction
The development of wave energy converters (WECs) relies on numerical simulations to optimize and evaluate their designs and provide the power performance estimates that feed into the levelized cost of energy (LCOE). The reliability and accuracy of the numerical tools used is therefore of paramount importance. The "performance before readiness" path, put forward by Weber [1] , argues that it is most economical to make the optimization and major design choices early in the development process to achieve a high technology performance level, which indicates a low LCOE, before building and deploying a costly WEC at a higher technology readiness level. The "performance before readiness" path requires iterations of optimizations using numerical tools and validations using small-scale physical tests, and thus the confidence in the numerical tools must not be questioned.
The numerical tools of the trade are based on the linearized potential flow theory, thereby solving the Cummins' equation [2] describing the motion of the WEC. These models are firmly established in the marine engineering sector and have successfully been used for decades (e.g., in oil and gas industries). Well-known commercial codes are OrcaFlex [3] , DeepC [4] , and ANSYS Aqwa [5] , to name just a few. For some wave energy applications-such as point absorbers working in resonance, overtopping devices or WECs under parametric excitation-parts of the underlying assumptions of linear potential flow are violated. So, we must ask the question: how well can these devices still be modelled with standard linear tools? Furthermore, the power take-off (PTO) mechanisms and any control strategies are typically not included "off the shelf" in the commercial packages (but can be implemented through user-defined functions), therefore spurring the development of dedicated wave energy tools based on linearized potential flow theory (e.g., WEC-Sim [6] and InWave [7] ).
In recent years, there has been an increased interest in nonlinear hydrodynamic modelling of wave energy converters, and there are several approaches. The weakly nonlinear Froude-Krylov (FK) approach [8] is the most used and has been implemented in several of the existing linear codes, extending them to weakly nonlinear tools. The use of fully nonlinear potential flow (FNPF) is still rather scarce [9] , but computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools are frequently used [10] . However, the computational complexity and cost still hinders the use of high-fidelity tools for everyday engineering tasks in wave energy.
There is a need for solid verification and validation of numerical codes used in wave energy applications, with regard to both how the overall level of fidelity depends on the hydrodynamic model, and how different choices within each sub-category affect the accuracy and reliability of the computed results. Examples of different approaches to implementing the nonlinear FK force can be found in [11, 12] . Other questions not yet fully answered are how the choices of fidelity levels within subsystems, such as the PTO [12] and the mooring system [13] , influence the results, as well as how the inclusion of control strategies affects the reliability of the simulations. Investigation of these questions is the aim of the Ocean Energy Systems (OES) wave energy conversion modelling task on the verification and validation of simulation tools for wave energy systems.
The Background of the OES Wave Energy Conversion Modelling Verification and Validation Task
OES is one of the Technology Collaboration Programmes (TCPs) under the International Energy Agency (IEA). OES was founded in 2001 by Denmark, the United Kingdom, and Portugal, and currently has 25 member countries that cooperate on different tasks related to ocean energy. The OES WEC modelling verification and validation task was inspired by the successful work on code validation performed in the IEA Wind TCP Task 23 and 30 for offshore wind turbines under the acronyms OC 3 , OC 4 and OC 5 [14] [15] [16] . To inform the OES on the task on Ocean Energy Modelling Verification and Validation, eight participants were brought together in the WEC 3 (Wave Energy Converter Code Comparison) project. All participants used mid-fidelity (time-domain, weakly nonlinear solvers) modeling an oscillating flap device [17] . It was found that the solutions generally matched, but that the choice of viscous correction could yield significant differences.
The OES Executive Committee approved the OES WEC modelling verification and validation task in 2016 with the overall goal to assess the accuracy of the numerical models used, and to improve confidence in these codes. Participation is open to all interested partners, with a total of 29 organizations from 13 countries participating in the project thus far. The participants include universities, research laboratories, commercial software developers, consultants and WEC developers. The numerical models range from linear and weakly nonlinear models, and fully nonlinear time-domain boundary element methods (BEM), to computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solvers. Fully nonlinear solvers have been used in the wave energy sector for some time now, as described in some early studies [18] [19] [20] and have been incorporated in the OES WEC modeling tasks described in this paper.
The work in the OES WEC modeling task is, so far, mainly focused on operational conditions, concentrating on a range of regular wave cases and long-term irregular sea states. Complimentary work is being undertaken in the Collaborative Computational Project in Wave Structure Interaction [22] , in which members from the wider wave structure interaction community have been participating in blind comparative studies involving the interaction of focused wave events with various surface-piercing structures.
Paper Contribution
This article reviews two numerical experiments provided by the team of project participants with the objective of investigating the code-to-code task and code-to-experiment task that have been performed so far in this project. We focus on investigating the impact of different levels of nonlinearities in numerical models. Further, we will discuss the advantages, disadvantages and the range of validity of the different methods and tools studied. The first code-to-code comparison of a heaving sphere is described in a joint reference paper [23] and a follow-up paper that includes simulations on power performance and calculation of energy production [24] . The second part of this paper describes validation using existing experimental data presented for the first time.
Description of the Numerical Tools
The dynamic response of the system is calculated by solving the system's equations of motion. The equation of motion for a floating body can be expressed as:
where is the (translational and rotational) acceleration vector of the body, is the mass matrix, is the total hydrodynamic (including hydrostatic and gravitational restoring) force vector, and is the external force vector (e.g., PTO, mooring, and multibody constraint forces). The hydrodynamic forces on the floating body are calculated using linear, weakly nonlinear, or fully nonlinear methods. A brief summary of each approach is described in this section.
Linear Models
Linear models are commonly used to model WECs. The model is based on linear wave theory, in which the waves are assumed to be a linear superposition of incident, radiated, and diffracted wave components. The total hydrodynamic force in Equation (1) is expressed as:
where , and are the vectors of radiation forces, wave-excitation forces, and net buoyancy restoring forces. Table 1 lists the linear models used in the study. The buoyancy restoring term includes the hydrostatic and gravitational restoring forces. The radiation term includes added-mass and radiation damping components, proportional to the acceleration and velocity of the floating body, respectively. The hydrodynamic radiation force, as a function of time, can be calculated using a convolution integral of the impulse response function (IRF) or using a state-space (SS) approach as an approximation of the integral. The wave excitation term includes an FK force component generated by the undisturbed incident waves and a scattering term that results from the presence of the body. In the irregular wave cases, the total excitation force can be calculated by inverse fast Fourier transform of the product of the excitation force coefficients and the wave spectrum (WS) or by a convolution integral to obtain the wave exciting force from the given incident wave elevation (WE). As stated earlier, the added-mass, radiation damping, wave excitation, and hydrostatic restoring coefficients are provided by a frequency-domain BEM solver, either WAMIT or NEMOH.
Weakly Nonlinear Models
The linear model assumes that the body motion and the waves are of small amplitude in comparison to the wavelength. A weakly-nonlinear calculation uses an approach similar to a linear model (Equation (2)) but accounts for the nonlinear buoyancy and the FK forces induced by the instantaneous water surface elevation and body position. Table 2 lists the weakly nonlinear models used in the study. Although the scattering excitation force is still linear and computed from the BEM model, the FK excitation term is computed based on the exact body geometry and position and the pressures induced by the incident wave elevation. The hydrostatic forces are also computed using the exact geometry and the incident wave elevation. The incident wave elevation and pressure can be calculated based on linear or higher-order wave theory. If linear wave theory is used to determine the flow velocity and pressure field, the values become unrealistically large for wetted panels that are above the mean water level. To correct this, a wave stretching method was applied with a correction to the instantaneous wave elevation that forces its height to be equal to the water depth when calculating the flow velocity and pressure.
Fully Nonlinear Models
The fully nonlinear model tracks the free surface in the time domain and calculates the hydrodynamic force vector based on the integration of total pressure over the body surface Γ in the fluid domain at each time step, i.e.:
where p is the total pressure, is the shear force vector, n is the unit normal vector, and r is the vector between the center of each surface panel and the body's center of gravity. Table 3 lists the fully nonlinear models used in the study. Two types of fully nonlinear models are used in the study. One is the fully nonlinear potential flow (FNPF) method, for which = 0, since the flow is assumed to be inviscid. Using a time-domain BEM approach, the computational domain is discretized along the domain boundaries, including the free surface and the body surface. A surface tracking method is used to predict the free surface, and the velocity potential is solved in the time domain. The method is capable of fully accounting for the influence of nonlinear waves on the body dynamics up to a point close to wave breaking.
The other type is the unsteady Navier-Stokes-method-based CFD models, which fully predict the effects of boundary layer viscous flow separation and turbulence. Typically, in wave energy applications, the turbulence is statistically averaged and the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are most often discretized using the finite volume method (FVM). Another more recent approach to turbulence modelling is to let the turbulence be modelled by a weak form of a stabilized finite element method (FEM). This parameter-free residual-based sub-grid approach, which can be considered as an implicit large-eddy simulation (iLES), is denoted as direct finite element simulation (DFES). All models solve the two-phase air/water problem and are capable of capturing wave breaking and overtopping in the hydrodynamic model. Most of the models rely on the volume of fluid (VOF) approach to capture the free surface elevation but the level set (LS) method is also used.
Code-to-Code Comparison of a Heaving Semi-Submerged Sphere
We chose a heaving semi-submerged sphere as the first test case. The dimensions, properties, and the coordinate system used are shown in Figure 1 . For all cases, the global coordinate system is aligned at the still water level, with the z-axis pointing upward. The sphere is constrained to move in heave only. The heave natural period of the sphere is given by the following formula [25] :
where g is the acceleration caused by gravity and a is the sphere radius. This gives a ≈ 4.4 s. The hydrodynamic coefficients (added-mass, radiation damping, and wave exciting force) calculated using both WAMIT [26] and NEMOH [26] were supplied to the participants. 
Decay Tests
The initial test specified for the participants was the hydrostatic and heave decay test. The hydrostatic test ensures that, at its mean position, exactly half of the sphere is submerged. Three initial displacements were specified for the decay tests: 1 m, 3 m, and 5 m. The 5-m displacement case corresponds to the sphere initially just touching the mean free surface. No PTO damping was considered in the decay tests. The participants were asked to submit 40 s of simulation results.
The impact of nonlinearities on the response of the heaving sphere during a heave free decay test is illustrated in Figure 2 , which shows the heave decay of the sphere when released from an initial displacement of 5 m, which is equal to the mean draft and radius of the sphere. Differences in the response obtained from the three different groups of numerical models are clear in this case. Comparing the response predicted by linear models (red) to those predicted by weakly nonlinear models (green), one can observe differences in terms of phasing and amplitude. These differences can be attributed to variations in the hydrostatic stiffness when the sphere moves in the heave direction.
The purple group of models includes unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) models and a fully nonlinear time-domain potential flow code. In addition to capturing the effect of nonlinear hydrostatic effects, these CFD tools also capture nonlinearities related to radiated waves. For an initial displacement of 5 m, the CFD models predict a breaking radiated wave, which impacts the motion response of the heaving sphere.
The weakly nonlinear (green) and fully nonlinear (purple) models predict approximately the same heave natural period. However, it is surprising to see that the fully nonlinear models predict higher response amplitudes than both the linear and weakly nonlinear models. For decay cases with smaller initial displacements, the agreement between linear and nonlinear models tends to improve. More discussion on this topic is given in [23] .
Regular Waves
In total, 10 different wave periods were considered. We considered three wave steepness values (i.e., 0.0005, 0.002, and 0.01) and three model configurations (i.e., free, fixed, and with optimum PTO damping) for each wave period, yielding a total of 90 regular wave simulations. The participants were asked to submit 150 s of steady-state simulation results. Because of the large computational expenses associated with the CFD tools that consider strong nonlinearities, we considered only linear and weakly nonlinear models for the regular wave simulations. Figure 3 shows the heave motion response amplitude operator (RAO) and the mean power obtained with optimum PTO damping for the regular wave conditions outlined in Table 4 . We selected the wave heights, H, to give the same wave steepness, S = 0.01, for all of the regular wave conditions considered, where S is defined as:
The value S = 0.01 is equivalent to = 2 = 0.0628 ⁄ which is about half the maximum possible value for progressive waves in deep water, = 0.1412 ⁄ . The RAO for each regular wave condition is computed as:
with being the fundamental peak of the heave-motion power spectral density (PSD) and being the fundamental peak of the wave elevation PSD.
For this optimum PTO damping case, linear and weakly nonlinear codes show reasonable agreement for wave periods below 6 s (including the resonance period of 4.4 s); however, for wave periods beyond 6 s, the heave motion and consequently the power predictions of the linear and weakly-nonlinear models start to diverge. This divergence is caused by geometric nonlinearities related to the spherical shape, which introduce nonlinear hydrostatic and FK forces for larger waves.
Irregular Waves
The irregular wave elevation time series, generated based on a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum, were provided to the participants. Initially, three different irregular wave conditions, as shown in Table 5 , were analyzed. The first sea state has a peak spectral period that is longer than the heave resonance period of the sphere. For the second sea state, the spectral period is at the heave resonance period of the sphere. The third sea state represents a survival condition, with larger waves and increased steepness. For each irregular wave condition, the participants submit 800 s of simulation results (including initial transients) for three different configurations: free floating, prescribed PTO damping, and fixed. For the irregular sea states, the wave steepness, S, is as defined as in Equation (5), with H and T replaced by and , respectively. For the low steepness (S = 0.0026) conditions, we observed no significant differences between the linear and the weakly nonlinear models. For the sea state with increased steepness (S = 0.0047), the weakly nonlinear models predict a reduced motion response around the resonance frequency of the system. This reduced resonance response yields a mean power prediction that is about 20% below the mean power predicted by the linear models. Additional details on the irregular wave analysis are covered in [23] .
The second task with irregular sea states includes comparing power-generation calculations in six irregular sea states with optimal linear damping and the same calculations with negative springs. The annual energy production of the heaving sphere was calculated following the simplified methodology of Nielsen and Pontes [28] . This methodology reduces the scatter diagram to the distribution of six sea states with a linear relationship between the significant wave height, and the spectral peak period, T , and a specified occurrence in percent. We chose the North Sea, with an average wave power resource of 20 kW/m. The participants were asked to submit 1500 s of simulation results, in addition to the calculated average power production. The annual average absorbed power (with optimal PTO damping but without negative spring) obtained from the participants has a group average of 47.9 kW, with a maximum of 49.3 kW, a minimum of 46.4 kW, and a standard deviation 1.07 kW. In most cases, the differences in results can be caused by truncation of the time series. More detailed discussions can be found in [24] .
Validation Using Existing Experimental Data of a Heaving Float
The second project phase focused on validation using existing experimental data, which originates from a testing campaign led by Sandia National Laboratories, as described in [29] . The float is a surface-piercing body with a cylinder on top and a conical frustum on the bottom. The dimensions and properties of the 1/7-scale model are given in Figure 4 . All information presented here is given in model scale. The hydrodynamic coefficients of the float were computed using WAMIT and supplied to the participants. The natural period of the floater is roughly 0.6 Hz. 
Decay Tests
No experimental data were available to verify the decay test. However, as in the heaving sphere case, hydrostatic and heave decay tests were performed to ensure that all participants had similar setups and that the models are performing as expected. The participants were asked to submit 100 s of simulation results.
Two different free decay tests are discussed here: one with an initial displacement of 0.1 m and the other with an initial displacement of 0.2 m. Compared to the free decay simulations of the spherical float (Section 3.1.1), geometric nonlinearities play a much smaller role because the water plane area is constant for heave displacements < 0.16 m (see Figure 4 ).
As expected, almost all linear and weakly nonlinear codes predict the same free decay response. The fully nonlinear time-domain potential flow solution included here (shown in purple) appears to predict different motion amplitudes but aligns relatively well with the linear and weakly nonlinear codes, in terms of frequency and phasing ( Figure 5 ). 
Radiation Tests
For the radiation tests, the float was forced to move in otherwise calm water. The goal of these forced oscillation tests was to validate the radiation model. Four tests were specified, with four different oscillation periods. As input to the simulations, the applied actuator force time series were supplied to the participants.
As shown in Figure 6 , all codes with their different fidelity levels, in terms of capturing nonlinear effects, agree well with the measured response of the system. For this relatively low frequency and moderate motion amplitude, the device response falls well within the linear regime. For the radiation test shown in Figure 7 , the float is being excited at its natural frequency. In this case, the numerical models appear to overpredict the motion response of the float. This is probably related to the influence of viscous effects that often play a larger role for WECs that operate at resonance. For the radiation test case, none of the numerical models included viscous effects. The strongly nonlinear model shown in Figure 7 , in purple, is a fully nonlinear time-domain potential flow code. A look at the PSD plot, for the heave motion response at resonance, shows that all codes predict the first-order peak very well, but significantly underpredict the second-order peak at 1.2 Hz ( Figure  8 ). It is interesting to note that the second-order peak is not very prominent in the PSD plot of the actuator force signal that is used to excite the float (Figure 9 ). As further discussed in Section 4.3, some level of structural compliance was present in the fixture of the heaving float. Whether this second-order peak is related to nonlinear hydrodynamic effects, or to an eigenfrequency of the structure, is difficult to determine. 
Diffraction Tests
For the diffraction tests, the device was locked in place and subjected to incoming waves. The force measured on the float was used for validation of the numerical diffraction model. In total, four tests with different wave periods and wave heights were specified. As input to the simulations, the wave elevation time series were supplied to the participants. The simulation time for each case is dictated by the length of the supplied input time series. To estimate the undisturbed wave elevation signal at the location of the model, the phase of the wave was propagated in accordance to the dispersion relation for linear waves. The phase velocity was estimated as:
with h being the water depth and k the wave number. Using Equation (7), the relatively undisturbed wave signal from CarriageSonicNE (see Figure 10 ) was propagated to the location of the float, as the distance between the wave probe and the float was known (44.307 m). Figure 10 compares the wave elevation signal measured at different locations in the tank. There is obviously a significant amount of variation, in terms of wave amplitude, depending on the wave probe location. As indicated by the team at Sandia National Laboratories that oversaw the tank testing campaign, a noticeable amount of localized wave reflection was present during the test. These localized reflection effects introduce some level of uncertainty about the actual undisturbed wave elevation at the location of the float. Another major source of uncertainty associated with the test campaign was the structural compliance of the fixture that connects the float to the above bridge. Keeping in mind these uncertainties are related to wave definition and structural compliance, the model validation results must be interpreted with caution. Figure 11 shows a comparison between linear and weakly nonlinear models with the experimental data for a diffraction test (f = 0.25 Hz, H = 0.10 m). During a diffraction test, the model is held fixed while exposed to wave excitation. The hydrodynamic forces on the float are measured through load cells. As shown in Figure 11 , there is obviously a significant discrepancy between the heave force amplitude predicted by the numerical tools and the experimental data. Given the large uncertainty related to the undisturbed wave amplitude at the location of the float, it is hard to determine if the observed differences are caused by deficiencies in the numerical models, or whether the wave elevation was not prescribed correctly for the numerical tools. Looking at the experimental data in Figure 11 , we can observe a significant high frequency content in the experimental heave force signal. A PSD plot of the heave force signal for the same diffraction test reveals the excitation of higher order harmonics beyond the first-and second-order response of the system, which can probably be attributed to some level of structural compliance that is present in the model (Figure 12 ). For the diffraction test illustrated in Figures 11 and 12 , linear and weakly nonlinear models are in general agreement. 
Regular Waves
We used regular wave tests to obtain the response amplitude operators (RAOs) at various wave periods. Five regular wave test cases were specified with different wave periods but the same wave amplitude (thus different steepness values). The tests were conducted with an active PTO device. To ensure that all participants simulate similar conditions, the PTO force time series and the wave elevation time series were supplied to the participants. As in the radiation and diffraction tests, the simulation time for each case is dictated by the length of the supplied input time series.
The same uncertainties related to the undisturbed wave elevation signal that were discussed for the diffraction test also apply to the regular wave tests. Figure 13 illustrates the heave response for a regular wave test (f = 0.25 Hz, H = 0.10 m). During these regular wave tests, we applied a time varying actuator force, in the heave direction, to the float. The underprediction of the heave motion by the numerical tools ( Figure 13 ) is somewhat in line with the underpredicted heave force signal during the diffraction test, shown in (Figure 11) , and is probably related to inaccuracies in the prescribed wave amplitude. Judging from the corresponding PSD plot of the heave motion for this regular wave case (Figure 14) , we can see that, although the linear and weakly nonlinear models generally under-predict the response of the system and therefore the magnitude of the peaks in the PSD plot, the higher order harmonics are reasonably well resolved by the numerical models, which is likely related to the fact that these harmonics are also present in the actuator force signal, which is also used to drive the float in the simulations.
Discussion
In this work, we used numerical modelling tools with different levels of fidelity, in terms of capturing nonlinear hydrodynamic effects, to simulate two different heaving bodies. The shape of the sphere introduces nonlinear effects because its water plane area, as well as its wetted surface area, changes when it is displaced in heave. The code-to-code comparison of the heaving sphere revealed the significant impact of geometric nonlinearities on the simulation results. The weakly nonlinear models that consider the instantaneous wetted surface for hydrostatic and FK forces are able to capture the impact of geometric nonlinearities on the response of the system. These nonlinear effects eventually impact the power performance predictions. The nonlinear effects related to the geometry of the sphere were most pronounced for large motions (i.e., heave free decay test with large initial response) and large waves. For model validation, using an experimental heaving float, geometric nonlinearities played a smaller role, as the instantaneous free surface stayed within the cylindrical region of the float (Figure 4 ). The difficulties that were encountered were related to the inherent uncertainties of the wave basin data set. Linear models appear to be in good agreement with weakly and fully nonlinear models, for the heaving float case. For both investigated bodies, we observed very good agreement among linear and weakly nonlinear codes. The fundamental principles of these mid-fidelity models are well-understood and their application to model the two heaving bodies investigated within this project phase of IEA OES Wave Energy Modelling Task was a familiar process for the participants. However, we also observed larger differences among the different models that consider strong nonlinearities. Some of these differences can be attributed to the fact that CFD-type models require a lot more input from the user in terms of model definition (e.g., meshing, solver settings, and turbulence models). Some of the differences among the various high-fidelity CFD solutions are also related to the fact that different simplifications were applied to model the flow field (e.g. inviscid and irrotational flow versus URANS-type models). It should also be noted that, for cases including wave breaking, fully nonlinear potential methods show divergent behavior, indicating that the assumption of potential flow is no longer valid. Linear and weakly nonlinear models can, however, be forced to compute solutions that are outside this range. The results should then be used with some caution.
For the longer simulations that involve waves, especially irregular waves, only very few solutions with strong nonlinearities were supplied by the participants, which highlights the limitations regarding the application of CFD tools to simulate a wide range of wave/design conditions. Different wave conditions require mesh refinements in the free-surface area, depending on the wave height and period. Simulating a large number of wave conditions eventually yields a significant amount of work in terms of meshing, which adds to the inherently large computational costs of CFD models.
Conclusion
The main result of the study is the similarity of results of using linear, weakly nonlinear and fully nonlinear models in small and medium wave conditions. This is an important result, where linear models can be used instead of computationally costly nonlinear ones. worldwide license to publish or reproduce the published form of this work, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Government purposes.
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